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#MeToo founder outlines the movement’s evolution
HADLEY HITSON
STAFF WRITER

Activist Tarana Burke
has dedicated more than
two decades of her life to
social justice and laying
the
groundwork
for
what would eventually
become the viral #MeToo
Movement.
Burke shared her story of how the movement
came to be and clarified
common misconceptions
about it during the Women’s Empowerment Keynote Address in Fulton
Chapel Tuesday night.
She said strong black
and feminist influences
were around her from an
early age, coming mostly from her mother and
grandfather.
“When I say my family
was radical, I mean we
had a birthday cake on
Malcolm X’s birthday,”
she laughed.
Burke found that the
one missing piece in the
cultural knowledge she
had of what it means
to be a black woman in
America was how to take
her knowledge and actively use it to change
her community for the
better.
When she was 14, Burke
joined the 21st Century
Youth Leadership Movement, a group of civil
rights activists based in

Selma, Alabama, looking to pass their skills in
leadership on to the next
generation.
“Their purpose was to
train up grassroots community organizers, and
that’s what they did in
me,” Burke said.
At that early age and
into her time at Auburn
University, she organized events centered
around a variety of issues, from the nationally covered Central Park
Five case of 1989 to issues local to her college
campus.
The five convicted men
sued New York City in
2003 for malicious prosecution, racial discrimination and emotional
distress.
Not until Burke met
a girl whom she pseudonomically refers to as
“Heaven” did she begin
to focus her efforts on the
issue of sexual assault.
Heaven was a camper at
the 21st Century Youth
Leadership
Movement
summer program when
Burke, 22 at the time and
a sexual assault survivor,
was a counselor.
“When that baby came
and cornered me and
started to spill all of this
stuff about what she had
suffered at the hands of
her mom’s boyfriend, I
shut her down,” Burke

PHOTO BY: JEANNE TORP

Tarana Burke discusses the hardships sexual assault survivors face while the #MeToo Movement grows. Burke
founded the movement to help give a voice to victims.
said.
Burke said she had
shut Heaven down because she was scared of
saying something wrong
or giving her wrong advice. She later realized
that all she needed and
wanted to say to Heaven
in that moment of silence
was, “This happened to
me, too.”
Burke recognizes this
memory as one of the
most important in leading her to found the ev-

SEE BURKE PAGE 4
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Students and members of the community give Tarana Burke a standing ovation
at the completion of her speech about the #MeToo Movement. Burke created the
movement as a way to give survivors a way of talking about their experience.

UM employees required to take active shooter training
JACK HALL

SPECIAL CONTRIBUTOR

All faculty, staff and
administration
at
the
university
have
been
ordered to complete a
state-mandated
“Active
Shooter Situations: What
Should You Do?” online
training before May 18.
The web-based video
training course is intended
to comply with a December 2017 executive order
from Gov. Phil Bryant and
includes a roughly 20-min-

ute video series that has
three quizzes. All state
employees are required to
complete the course by the
May deadline.
Amanda Drew, emergency management coordinator for the University Police Department, said this
training will add onto the
already existing practices
for incoming students and
faculty.
“Our crime prevention
unit has always been active in running these types
of courses, and there are

courses for faculty as well,”
Drew said. “Active shooter events are unique …
because they happen and
end quickly and occur for
several minutes before intervention. Those involved
are not always trained well
enough to protect themselves. This web training
will just add on to what
we’re already doing.”
Despite the fact that the
executive order resulting
in this online course was
released last December,
the university only recently

began instituting its compliance efforts in a March
8 email from the Office of
the Provost to faculty. A
notice of the training has
also since appeared in UM
Today’s daily newsletter.
According to information presented in the training videos, there were 179
active shooter incidents
across the United States
from 2000 to 2014. In 2018
alone, there have been 18
active shooter situations.
Drew said it is especially important now for this
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“The recent events have
really emphasized the importance of being prepared
for an (active shooter),”
Drew said. “Some may feel
unprepared or nervous
about the training, but we
want those involved to be
prepared.”
The videos and quizzes
cover relevant topics, such
as what workplace violence
is, who active shooters are
and how individuals should
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Torture can help preserve citizens’ safety
REAGAN MEREDITH
STAFF COLUMNIST

As rampant turnover at
the White House continues,
more controversy surrounds
new Trump nominees. In
this case, director of the
Central Intelligence Agency,
Mike Pompeo, is being
nominated for secretary of
state after Rex Tillerson’s
firing over Twitter.
Pompeo’s
replacement
nominee is Gina Haspel,
who is looking to be the first
female director of the CIA.
On Feb. 22, ProPublica
published a story that
accused the then-deputy
director of the CIA of
being involved in the
waterboarding
of
Abu
Zubaydah, a suspected alQaida leader who was held
at a secret “black site” prison
in Thailand in 2002.
The story claimed that
Haspel was the chief of base
at the black site overseeing
the waterboarding, but this
turned out to be untrue.

ProPublica
has
since
retracted their reporting of
that information.
ProPublica corrected itself
on March 15 after Haspel was
raked over the coals by the
New York Times, labeling
her “Queen of Torture,”
and Sen. Rand Paul vowed
to block her nomination
without considering the
factual evidence of the story.
However, this leads to
the broader controversy
of torture, the Geneva
Convention and what means
are necessary to preserve
the safety and security of the
homeland and its citizens.
One’s opinion of torture
depends on, to a large
extent, how one views
human life and sanctity, and
whether one thinks torture
is necessary.
Along with two-thirds of
Americans, according to
Reuters/Ipsos, I support the
use of torture, to an extent,
against terrorists to preserve
the safety and security of the
citizens of the United States.
We have seen torture
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work. In March 2003,
Khalid Sheikh Mohammed
was arrested in Pakistan.
After being waterboarded
183
times,
Mohammed
confessed to the 1993 WTC
bombing, the 9/11 attacks on
the WTC and the Pentagon,
plots targeting the New
York Stock Exchange, plans
to attack “many” Thailand
nightclubs and 27 other
despicable past crimes and
future plans.
Whether or not I agree
with everything the Geneva
Convention holds does not
dismiss it as law.
So, here is what the
Geneva Convention actually
is: a set of laws designed to
protect citizens, POWs, the
wounded and the sick. There
are
certain
combatants
protected under the Geneva
Convention and its clauses
and immunities.
Article 4 outlines these
protected
combatants,
such as “members of
regular
armed
forces”
and inhabitants of a nonoccupied territory who wish
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to take up arms and defend
their homes.
In short, it is designed
to keep war identifiable
vis-à-vis soldier insignia.
Essentially, a soldier must be
identifiable so that innocent
citizens aren’t caught in the
crosshairs.
Therefore, the Geneva
Convention does not protect
a combatant who has no
insignia, who identifies as
a citizen with the intention
to disguise his attack. For
example, the Pulse nightclub
shooter.
If torture is necessary
to prevent these people
and their associates from
attacking innocent civilians
in the future, I say open
GITMO’s doors wide and let
the safety and security of my
friends, family and fellow
citizens be preserved over
the desires of the ones who
wish to do us harm.
Reagan Meredith is
a sophomore political
science major from
Monroe, Louisiana.
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TRAINING

of recent active shooter incidents.
“If you’re an elected official and something bad
happens, you’re obligated
to try to present a solution,” Mitchell said. “This
presentation was about
preparation, and that’s the
important part (of the video series).”
The required online seminar is located on the Mississippi State Personnel
Board’s website. According to the narration of the
video, the curriculum was
developed “in conjunction
with the Mississippi Office of Homeland Security
and the Mississippi Gaming Commission as well as
MDOT Law Enforcement
and the Capitol Police.”

continued from page 1
respond. According to the
video narration, “There
are three key responses
that you can make. You can
avoid. You can deny. And
you can defend.”
According to MSPB’s
communications director,
Brittany Frederick, the
state modeled the “Avoid,
Deny, Defend” response
techniques on material
taught by the Advanced
Law Enforcement Rapid
Response Training (ALERRT) Center at Texas State
University.
“The training emphasizes
that although paying attention and reporting threats/
suspicious behaviors from
coworkers, clients and visitors may serve to prevent
an active shooter situation, survival will generally
come down to preparation
and taking action,” Frederick said.
Meek School Assistant
Dean Charlie Mitchell completed the video series over
spring break. He said he
sees this program as more
of a preparatory course
rather than one geared toward prevention of active

PHOTO BY: BILLY SCHUERMAN

A student views the “Active Shooter Situations: What Should You Do?” program provided by Mississippi. The state’s online training
features audio simulations, video lessons and quizzes intended to prepare employees to handle active shooter situations.
shooter situations.
“(The video series) was
pretty much prepare, know
how to react in a situation, and these are things
University of Mississippi
employees have done already,” Mitchell said. “We
already have active shooter
training online.”
Mitchell, however, said
the online training stressed
the importance of being
cautiously attentive on
campus.

“One of the things they
tell you is that anyone can
be an active shooter,” said
Mitchell. “It doesn’t encourage you to do any type
of profiling, but it does
tell you that you should be
alert to changes in behavior and, of course, report it.
Err on the side of caution
and report to the responsible authorities.”
Mitchell said it was necessary for the governor to
act in response to the string
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LEFT: Jarrius Adams (RIGHT) takes a photo with Tarana Burke, founder of the #MeToo Movement. RIGHT: Tarana Burke speaks about the #MeToo Movement and the struggles survivors of sexual assault face
day-to-day. Burke has been working as a social justice activist for the majority of her life.

BURKE

continued from page 1
er-growing #MeToo Movement.
“Whatever I had to do
not to fail another brown
girl looking me in my face,
I would do that. #MeToo
was essentially born in that
moment,” she said.
Burke said since the
#metoo hashtag went viral
after actress Alyssa Milano’s tweeted it last October, too many misconceptions about the movement
have been fed to people
through mainstream media.
Burke said one of the
common misconceptions is

that the movement’s goal
is to remove men from
power.
“The taking down of powerful men is the corporate
response to #MeToo,” she
said, using Harvey Weinstein and Kevin Spacey as
examples.
Burke also said the movement is about eliminating
sexual harassment and assault everywhere, not just
in the workplace, even if
that is the easiest place to
start making changes.
“It’s not about just
changing a policy or doing
something different in HR
and shoring up your EOC
or your Title IX. It’s about
human beings,” she said.
Freshman Mary Day
attended the speech and

said
she
appreciated
how
Burke
connected
the widespread #MeToo
movement to recent life on

‘

powerful because she explained the movement in
a way that was easy to understand and related di-

protection on the Ole Miss
campus, in the United
States and beyond.
“You have to hold your

Community problems have to have community
solutions, and on a college campus, those
solutions should be built around you.”
- Tarana Burke, #MeToo Movement founder

college campuses.
“I had heard about the
movement
beforehand,
but I really did not know
as much as I thought I did
about it. I thought what
she had to say was very

rectly to our college campus,” Day said.
Burke ended her remarks
reminding the audience
members, male or female,
survivor of assault or not,
of their right to safety and

school responsible,” she
said. “Community problems have to have community solutions, and on
a college campus, those
solutions should be built
around you.”
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How we say ‘no’ to sex without saying ‘no’
DEVNA BOSE

LIFESTYLES EDITOR

He was moving too fast.
He was two years older, a cute senior, and he wanted me. I felt lucky
that he thought I was worth noticing, so when he invited me over, I
happily agreed. However, the innocent visit quickly turned into much
more.
“I’m not ready,” I said. “I’m not
sure about this.”
He coaxed me into doing something I never wanted, never mind
my protests, and left me crying
on the bathroom floor. He took
something I’d never get back, and I
vowed to never let it happen again.
Fast-forward three hard years
later, and I found myself in the
same position in college that I had
been in as a high school student. A
close friend with whom I had been
romantically involved a few years
prior wanted me to visit him in his
dorm room to help with homework.

1

He met me in front of his dorm
and checked me in at the front
desk, and we walked back to his
room. Not even half an hour later,
the paper he needed help with was
clearly the last thing on his mind.
As I objected and squirmed, I’ll

GRAPHIC BY: EMILY HOFFMAN

never forget what he said.
“You knew what you were doing
when you came over here.”
It filled me with guilt. “Maybe I
had signed up for this by agreeing
to visit,” I thought to myself. I tried

I’m tired.

Your sexual partner just told you that he or she is too tired to have
sex. Respect that, and back off. If your partner hasn’t voluntarily
consented, proceeding after his or her admission would be rape,
even if you convince your partner to have sex.

3

I’m on my period.

This excuse is often given when women do not want to have sexual intercourse with their partners. Some women might be comfortable having sex on their period, and if they are, that’s completely
their decision, but when a woman says this in a sexually tense or
uncomfortable setting, she does not want to have sex.

5

to convince myself that I knew what
I was getting into, but something in
me wouldn’t allow that. I demanded that he stop, and he trapped me,
locking the door and sentencing
me to years of recovery – a journey
I have not yet completed.

I’m drunk.

Consent is legally impossible to give when one partner is intoxicated. People are unable to fully voluntarily consent, and without
consent, any sexual contact or action is assault. Forcible sex with an
intoxicated person is an illegal, serious offense.

My story is not an unusual one.
In fact, a survey by the Association
of American Universities in 2015
revealed that nearly 1 in 4 female
college students has experienced
some form of unwanted sexual

2

contact, which warrants everything from kissing to touching to
rape, carried out by force or threat
of force, or while she was incapacitated because of alcohol or drugs,
according to CNN.
The #MeToo movement, pioneered by activist Tarana Burke,
who visited campus last night to
speak about sexual assault and the
movement, has raised awareness
of the high occurrence of sexual assault and abuse in today’s world.
Recent allegations against Aziz
Ansari have brought this gray area
of sexual assault to light, sparking
a conversation about what it means
to voluntarily consent. Consent
should be clear and given without
prompt, regardless of gender and
sexual orientation, and though
“no means no” is a widely known
phrase, perhaps the better phrase
is “maybe means no, too.”

Not right now – maybe later.

If your partner wanted to have sex, he or she would say it.
“Not right now” is not as ambiguous as some of the others on
this list.

4

I don’t know.

“I don’t know” is a far cry from a resounding “yes.” If your
partner is not sure, he or she is not voluntarily consenting to
sex, and persuading him or her to have sex is rape.

6

Stop.

A clear “no,” when your partner says “stop,” you should.
Continuing past this point would cause the interaction to become assault quickly, if it has not already. Respect your partner’s wishes, and stop.

These are just a few ways people might say “no.” Notice non-verbal cues, too, and always stay mindful of your partner’s emotions during
sexual encounters. Make sure that he or she is comfortable throughout the entire experience, and if your partner makes it known that he or
she feels otherwise, immediately stop. If you have been assaulted, know that you are not alone, you are not to blame and that there are services
available in Oxford to help you through the days after.
People say “no” in a number of ways – we just have to listen.
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Journalist explores Mexican government, drug cartels
MAKAIL JOHANNESSON
STAFF WRITER

Students
and
locals
filled the Croft auditorium
Tuesday night to attend
a talk by visiting speaker,
Azam Ahmed of the New
York Times. Ahmed focused
his lecture on the idea that
Mexico’s most powerful
cartel is its government – not
the drug cartels themselves,
as many believe.
Ahmed is the Times’ bureau chief for Mexico, Central America and the Caribbean. He previously served
as bureau chief for the paper in Afghanistan and also
covered high finance and
white-collar crimes in New
York for the paper.
He said his reporting experience led him to explore
the role of the Mexican state
in undermining civil rights
in Mexico including the
ongoing “Spygate” controversy, which he covered in
Tuesday’s talk titled “Mexico’s Most Powerful Cartel.”
Ahmed cited a 2014 case
in which 43 college students
riding on buses in southern Mexico en route to an
upcoming protest were abducted by police. The federal government claimed
it was the drug cartel who
kidnapped them and burned
their remains, and invited an
international group of diplomatic immunity to come in
and investigate. Once the
experts began contradicting
what the government was
saying, the investigators
were kicked out.
It was this event that

sparked Ahmed’s interest in
exploring the Mexican government. Like most, Ahmed
originally thought most of
Mexico’s issues were derived
from the drug cartel, but he
explained that after about a
year in the country, he realized the drug cartel is not
the disease but a symptom.
“They are a symptom of
a system of which there are
no repercussions – close
to 96 percent of homicides
in Mexico go unsolved,”
Ahmed said.
In 2017, Mexico was the
deadliest country in the
world outside of war zones
for journalists, next to Syria. Again, Ahmed assumed
this was due to organized
crime, which he said is partly responsible, but after doing some more research,
he found the government
had its own statistics that
showed journalists received
more threats from public
officials than from anybody
else.
“It blew my mind that in
the most dangerous country in the world, the threat
comes from the government
itself,” Ahmed said.
Ahmed described how a
prominent Mexican human
rights activist once received
suspicious text messages
which he thought may have
installed spyware software
onto his phone. The theory was that the government
purchased this sophisticated
spyware intending to use it
against terrorists and organized crime but instead used
it against innocent citizens
like civil rights activists.

Ahmed discovered a lab
in Toronto that cracked this
undetectable software and
found that it could turn on
your microphone and listen
to your conversation, or it
could turn on your camera
and watch you and take pictures of you. He would later
find the suspicious messages
on his phone.
The messages were disguised as a news story that
when clicked, displayed a
“broken link” which was
how the software was transmitted to his phone. Ahmed
eventually found out that
the group of international
experts who came in to investigate the 2014 kidnappings and were later kicked
out were also spied on.
Ahmed reported on this

PHOTOS BY: ARIEL COBBERT

Azam Ahmed, the New York Times bureau chief for Mexico and Central America,
speaks to students and faculty Tuesday in the Croft Institute about his time covering drug violence, government spying and cartels.
and other aspects of the
Mexican government in
“Mexico Has Its Spyware. A
Reporter Has a Few Phones

to Juggle,” which was recently published in the New
York Times.
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‘Thoroughbreds’ falls short of delivering substance
BROCK HUERKAMP
STAFF WRITER

“Thoroughbreds” branded itself as the love child of
“Heathers” and “American
Psycho” during its lengthy
promotional period, but
instead, the reality is that
it is a heartless – almost
sociopathic – film more in
the vein of a Halloween episode of “Gossip Girl.”
“Thoroughbreds,” from
writer and director Cory
Finley, is not a dissatisfying movie. In fact, the movie is quite fun to watch, and
it snagged many big awards
on the festival circuit late
last year.
The movie provides dark,
witty comedy along with
action, expertly delivered
from the movie’s leads –
Anya Taylor-Joy, Olivia
Cooke and the late Anton
Yelchin – that would satisfy even the greediest fan of
the genre.
The movie, however, fails
to deliver a central theme
despite plentiful opportunities.
“Thoroughbreds”
follows Lily and Amanda,
who are rather forcibly rekindling an old friendship
that faded away through
the years.
Lily is a wealthy teenager who lives in a massive
yet emotionally hollow
mansion with her mother
and step-father. Amanda,
on the other hand, comes
from a more recognizable
middle-class comfort and
is receiving tutoring from
Lily.
Finley writes the two lead
characters as complete opposites to create situational comedy and an engaging duo to uphold the film.
Lily is an overanalyzer who
feels every emotion as if her
life depended on it, while
Amanda is a mere sociopath detached from society
and human connection.

Both actresses play their
characters
wonderfully,
which is what makes the
movie work for what it is.
The two girls, however
different, hatch a plan to
murder Lily’s aggressive
and overbearing stepfather, Mark, played by Paul
Sparks.
The movie has the opportunity to use this absurd

Buy It.

Sell It.

PHOTO COURTESY: IMDB.COM

premise – and rather interesting characters – to potentially explore the effects
of wealth on society, but
Finley leans too hard into
the comedy-thriller drama
that made “Heathers” a
cult-classic.
There are scenes when
wealthy white women lie
in tanning beds that eerily
resemble coffins, portray-

ing an obvious attempt at
social commentary that is
merely written off as a visual joke. Even at Lily’s
mansion, scenes that linger
on the numerous unnamed
workers seem to want to

scream “We are talking
about socioeconomic injustice!” but never actually
mention this theme.
What the movie becomes
is an enjoyable distraction
from everyday society – a
simple piece of forgettable entertainment. But it
fails to be what it promised
in its marketing. It seems
that the movie wants to say
something, but the words
just never come out of its
mouth.
Despite the movie’s failings, the hyperstylized editing and shallow conversation between the characters
feels innately familiar yet
distinct to “Thoroughbreds.” It’s an obvious ode
to movies like “Heathers,”
“American Psycho” and
“American Beauty,” but
it manages to stand on its
own in the genre.
It is never the touted
“love child” but more of
a look-alike distant cousin. Recent pieces of cinema have attempted to tap
into this “look,” such as
the new television reboot
of “Heathers,” which has
proven to be a spectacular
failing.
Finley is a talented writer, and this movie had every opportunity to crumble
beneath the weight of its
lofty goals, but it manages
to stand as a great piece of
entertainment, which is,
sadly, all it is.
“Thoroughbreds,”
in
the end, is a great option
for fans of dark and witty
films, but it stops at just
that. I recommend watching it on a rainy night when
you’re in a frustrated mood
with friends, but I wouldn’t
rush to the theaters.
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Book conference to highlight the ‘Bohemian South’

48 Mgr.’s helper
49 Greek portico
50 Career golfers
51 Foot covering
52 Sicilian smoker
53 Simplicity
54 ___ Little Tenderness
55 Dutch cheese,
wrapped in red wax
57 Guy’s date
58 Armed conflict
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Complete the grid so
that every row, column
and 3x3 box contains the
numbers 1 through 9 with
no repeats.
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Next to surviving an earthquake, nothing is quite so satisfying as receiving a
income tax refund
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29 Zhou ___
30 Approaches
31 Makes brown
32 Ballerina Pavlova
36 Hebrew month
37 San Francisco’s
___ Hill
38 Slippery
40 Rice-___
41 Privileged
43 Vast seas
44 Marijuana cigarette
45 Within (prefix)

2

DOWN
1 Story line
2 “My fault!”
3 Spillane’s ___ Jury
4 Canine command
5 Level of command
6 Not up
7 Describe
8 Greek god of love
9 Hair goop
10 Caprice
11 I cannot tell ___
12 Tree house
13 ___ Dogg
18 Brother of Hoss
19 Vows
23 43,560 square feet
24 Doctrines
25 French farewell
26 Hue
27 Release
28 Land in la mer

SOLUTION TO 3.19.2018 PUZZLE

South” contributors whom
they’ve only met online.
“I’m bringing my mom
from east Tennessee, and
we are going to celebrate our
recent milestone birthdays,”
Freeman said. “We couldn’t
think of a better place to do
so. I’m coming from Vancouver, Canada, where I live
now, so I’m also hoping to
have some good biscuits.”
The moderators intend for
the talk to be an open platform for both students and
faculty to ask questions in
a comfortable environment
rather than anticipating a
formal forum. Bingham and
Freeman both want to be as
approachable as possible,
knowing that participants
may contribute to the “future imaginations” of the
South.
“So many times (at conferences), people take themselves too seriously or they
attempt to project a certain
kind of persona,” Bingham
said. “I think that the ‘Bohemian’ contributors
would have the exact
conversations
about these topics
at Ajax Diner as
they would in a
fancy conference
room. So don’t feel
intimidated to speak
to folks at the conference when the talk
is done. Continue the
conversations.”
Freeman
described the project
as a celebration of
“… the wonderfully off-kilter, sometimes queer, often
radical and always
contradictory Southern
bohemian spaces.”
“Bohemians
need
bohemias: geographies
where they can live,
create and be celebrated,” she said.

4

53 Somme summer
56 Direct
59 Before long
60 First class
61 Snap course
62 Soviet news service
63 Cordelia’s father
64 Fantasize
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ACROSS
1 Composure
6 Shake ___ (hurry)
10 Jazz flutist Herbie
14 Living in flowing water
15 Beget
16 Zeno of ___
17 Eye doctor
20 Mao ___-tung
21 Utopias
22 Narrow mountain
ridge
23 Wings
24 Lord, is ___?
25 Achievement
32 Decorate
33 Shade trees
34 PBS supporter
35 The world’s longest
river
36 Pays to play
38 Dash
39 Classical beginning
40 Sick as ___
41 Phobias
42 Northern lights
46 ___ anglais (English
horn)
47 Begrudge
48 Colorado resort
51 Take care of
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with respect,” Barretta said.
“I look at music scenes in
Houston, Memphis and New
Orleans and address how
differences in those scenes
changed the ways (of how)
they presented blues music.”
The book’s forum is meant
to help audiences better understand the meaning behind bohemia and its different cultural paradigms.
“I think it will be good for
a Southern audience to think
about bohemia as a concept
that applies to the South,”
Barretta said. “… as the imagery of bohemian scenes
is usually more associated
with places like Greenwich
Village or Paris.”
This will be both Bingham
and Freeman’s first time attending the Oxford Conference for the Book, and both
editors said they are looking
forward to experiencing the
cultural and hospitable atmosphere the town is known
for as well as connecting with other “Bohemian

5
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as a lens to reconsider traditional views of the American South. The title popped
into my head as I was driving my moving van through
Georgia, (and) I quickly realized that this was not a
book I would be able to write
alone.”
Freeman, co-editor and
assistant professor of sociology at Simon Fraser
University, will moderate
the talk alongside Bingham.
Freeman said she hopes the
event will encourage people
to have an open discussion
of bohemia and, ultimately,
an enlightened perception of
the South.
“When we began this project – to explore and to think
critically about the American South and its pockets
of artists, musicians, writers and cultural producers
of all stripes – we knew we
needed a new concept distinct from the contemporary catchall term ‘hipster,’”
Freeman said. “Hipster culture did not capture the
scenes and creators we
wanted to think with.
We needed another way
of looking.”
The book features
essays from various
sociologists and culture-makers throughout the South, including
Zandria
Robinson,
Jaime
Cantrell, Chris Offutt
and Scott Barretta,
who all will be co-moderating the event at the
Overby Center.
“My chapter addresses the actions
taken by young whites
in the 1960s to try to
promote blues in the
South at a time when
‘race-mixing’
was
often illegal, particularly when African Americans and
their culture were treated

4 7 2
2 5 9
7 8 4
1 2 3
3 4 6
9 1 5
5 6 8
6 9 1
8 3 7

This year, the Oxford Conference for the Book will
host a wide variety of professionals in the literary world
to continue a tradition of investigating topics and influences of modern literature.
In one of the many sessions
presented, the writers and
co-editors of “The Bohemian
South: Creating Countercultures, from Poe to Punk” will
lend a sociological perspective on reinterpreting what
it means to be “southern”
at 11 a.m. Thursday at the
Overby Center for Southern
Journalism and Politics.
A co-release from sociologists Shawn Bingham and
Lindsey Freeman, “The Bohemian South” explores
the dichotomy between the
South’s large cultural, musical and culinary influence

on the American landscape
compared to its relatively
“backwater” reputation. According to publisher UNC
Press, the book segues into
perspectives of an industrialized “New South” by
investigating the history of
bohemian culture found in
multiple cities throughout
the Southeast.
Bingham, assistant dean
and professor of sociology
at the University of South
Florida, has authored other books but said he feels a
personal connection to this
newest release through his
experience of moving back
to Florida from the Baltimore area.
“The book explores creative subcultural communities and landscapes of the
South, particularly the ways
in which these communities
continue to thrive,” Bingham said. “We use bohemia

5 8 9 6 1
6 7 4 8 3
3 2 1 5 9
9 5 4 6
1 2 7 5
6 3 2 8
3 7 9 4
5 8 3 7
4 6 1 2
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’Oxford Conference for the Book celebrates silver year
DEVNA BOSE
STAFF WRITER

Oxford Conference for the
Book returns Wednesday
and boasts a program
of diverse panels and
acclaimed writers, including
headlining authors Martin
Amis and Ann Beattie.
The three-day conference, which is celebrating
its milestone 25th year, is
presented by the Center
for the Study of Southern
Culture at Ole Miss and
Square Books. It is known
for bringing together novelists, editors, publishers and
journalists over the years.
“Oxford has been a literary town for a long time,”
said James Thomas, conference organizer and associate director for publication
in the Center for the Study
of Southern Culture. “Conversation about the conference started way back when
Ann Abadie and Richard
Howorth, owner of Square
Books, got together and
started talking about putting together something like
this.”
Bringing together novelists, journalists, poets and
intellectuals from far and
wide as well as local talent,
the conference is free and
open to the public. Thomas began coordinating the
conference in 2014. He
said though some aspects
of the Oxford Conference
for the Book have changed,
the main goal – bringing
in writers from across the
country and allowing them
to interact with students
and members of the LOU
community – has remained
the same.
“(Oxford Conference for
the Book) reinforces the notion that Oxford is a partic-

ularly literary city,” Thomas
said. “It brings both readers
and writers to Oxford, allowing them to share ideas
with each other.”
This year’s celebration began Tuesday at Off Square
Books with a “pre conference warm-up” reading and
book signing by Mississippi author Michael Farris
Smith.
From then, the three-day
conference continues with
panels, lectures and discussions with sociologists, anthropologists, writers and
scholars alike on the Ole
Miss campus and in Oxford.
The Oxford Conference
for the Book is once again
working with the 2018 Children’s Book Festival to encourage literacy among the
young members of the LOU
community with a scheduled reading by Matt de la
Peña.
Many changes have been
added over the years to draw
more people to the event.
It has expanded to include
films, plays and much more.
In fact, this year the conference will host a one-woman
production about Fannye
Cook, the famous Mississippi conservationist. The
editors of the book the production is based on will be
in attendance to answer audience questions.
The variety of this year’s
topics, such as the Bohemian South, Latinos in the
South and Affrilachian poets, allows for a diverse
conference experience. Julian Randall, an Ole Miss
MFA student, will moderate
a panel about Affrilachian
poets, a “hugely foundational” group of black poets from the Appalachian
area. He said he appreciates
that the Oxford Conference
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for the Book has allowed
the distinct genre to have a
platform.
Randall himself is a big
fan of a couple of writers
on the panel, like Frank X.
Walker and Kelly Norman
Ellis, and considers being
able to moderate a wonderful opportunity. Oxford
Conference for the Book is
one of the reasons Randall
chose to come here for his
degree, something he said
went against the “anti-intellectualism narrative that is
seen in the South.”
“I think it’s nice that we
have these literary spaces that are dedicated to
thinking about poets in a
Southern context,” he said.
“There’s so much about
Southern politics that is
overlooked.”
Jonathan Miles, a prolific
writer and former Oxford
resident, will be returning
to the velvet ditch for the
conference, coming full circle from his beginnings with
the conference.
“I attended the first (Oxford) Conference for the
Book as a scruffy kid living
in Oxford, so there’s something lovely and circular
about presenting a new novel at the conference a quarter-century later,” he said.
Miles credits his first
conference with partially
inspiring his literary ambitions and describes this
return as something of a
homecoming. He said his
time in Oxford was instrumental in leading his journey to become a writer.
“Subtract my years in Oxford, and I think you subtract my life as a writer.
It was that formative,” he
said. “But Oxford’s reading
community had as much
to do with it as the writing

PHOTO COURTESY: OXFORD CONFERENCE FOR THE BOOK

community.”
Miles remembers Oxford
as a town “where people
read hungrily and passionately,” and these people
were not just professors and
students.
“I’ve lived and traveled
many places since leaving
Oxford but have yet to find
any place where books are
so central to the diet,” he
said. “For book lovers in
the Oxford and Ole Miss
communities, it’s like Mardi
Gras – a multi-day celebration of reading and writing,
an annual rite for binging
on culture.”
Oxford’s reputation as a
literary town is “solidified
and amplified” with a conference like Oxford Confer-

ence for the Book, according to Miles, a sentiment
shared by Thomas.
Thomas said that as an
undergraduate, he thought
these conference events just
sounded like more work but
discovered after he went
that they were amazing opportunities to interact and
learn. He hopes community members will attend the
conference and discover the
same thing.
“These opportunities exist for us to learn,” he said.
“They are about things that
we may not have thought
about before or dealt with,
and it’s a cool opportunity
to learn something new.”
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Ole Miss introduces new basketball hire Kermit Davis
TYLER MARSHALL
STAFF WRITER

Ole Miss officially met its
new men’s basketball coach
Monday night.
A special press conference
was held in The Pavilion to
introduce Kermit Davis, longtime coach Andy Kennedy’s
replacement.
Davis is a Mississippi native and played for Mississippi State from 1980 to 1982.
He worked for several college
programs before taking over
as head coach at Middle Tennessee in 2002. His Blue Raiders teams have made three
appearances in the NCAA
Tournament, but Davis’ group
failed to earn a berth this year,
instead heading to the NIT.
The former Middle Tennessee man spoke well of his transition into Oxford.
“We’ve had a lot of great,
positive conversations with
all the players during the process. They have all been very
receptive,” Davis said.
Davis will spend the coming
months on the road recruiting, a process he described
as “critical.” Davis intends to
use a balance of new and old
talent to round out the Rebels’
2018-19 roster.
”We have a system of play,”
Davis said. “We know how to
recruit, too. We know exactly
what we think Ole Miss needs
to be successful. I think because of this we are going to
get good players.”
Davis signed a four-year
contract with the university, good for $2.5 million per
season. Ole Miss also paid his
$700,000 buyout from Middle Tennessee. Davis now begins the process of assembling
his staff, including the hiring
of three assistant coaches.
Ross Bjork and the Ole Miss
Athletics Department have
allocated $900,000 for the
three hires, up from previous

allocations.
Davis brought Ronnie Hamilton and Winn Case with him
to Ole Miss. He said he plans
to interview all of the current staff and hold a national
search before deciding who
will fill the third full-time spot.
“We have been given the
means to go out and hire as
good a staff as anybody in the
SEC, and we are going to do
it. I feel great with our guys
here.”
At Monday’s introduction,
Davis spoke highly of the Ole
Miss leadership and its commitment to the men’s basketball program.
“When I met with Chancellor Vitter and Ross Bjork, I
knew it was the right place for
me,” Davis said. “I wanted to
align myself with leadership
that I trust, aggressive thinking leadership and obviously a
leadership that is committed.
They are all in with Ole Miss
basketball.”
It was an emotional 24-hour
period for Davis, who coached
his last game with Middle
Tennessee on Sunday, losing
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to Louisville in the National
Invitational Tournament. But
he will not get much rest before he hits the recruiting trail.
With several freshman letters
of intent already signed, Davis’ first recruitment class
could make noise in the increasingly competitive Southeastern Conference.
“All we can do is this: We
have talked to all the signees
in the fall. They feel very good.
We will go see the new players. That’s just part of the process. There is no easy things or
givens with transitions,” Davis
said. “We are going to take
our time. We are not going to
rush into things or sign guys
that we don’t think fit here
and do our due diligence with
the guys that are here and the
guys that signed in the fall.”
More than anything, Davis
seemed ready to settle in and
get to work in Oxford.
“The infrastructure is there,
and the things that I feel about
coming home to Mississippi, being in the Southeastern
Conference – it was a perfect
fit for me,” Davis said.

PHOTOS BY: LOGAN CONNER

Ole Miss’ new men’s basketball head coach Kermit Davis speaks during his
introductory press conference in The Pavilion on Monday.
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APARTMENT FOR RENT
LARGE 2 BEDROOM/2.5 BATH
townhouse with W/ D, water, and cable included. No pets. 1 year lease.
Quiet atmosphere. Deposit required.
Call (662)234-0000
TIRED OF ROOMMATES? 1 bedroom 1 bath w/ study. 2950 S. Lamar.
Single occupancy Ole Miss student
only! $510 (662)832-0117

HOUSE FOR RENT
3 BD / 3 BA Newer homes in Countryview. 1.5 miles from campus. Pet
friendly. Available 8/8/18. $1100/ mo.
(662)816-8171

320 B South 18th St. Nice 3 bedroom/2 bath, hardwood floors, all appliances, fenced in backyard, patio.
$1200/mo 662-473-2506

FULL-TIME
St. Andrews United Methodist
Church Oxford, MS is seeking a spiritually gifted person for the following
positions of Children’s Director and
Children’s Choir Director. To find out
more information and submit a resume or to fill out an application call
the church office at 662-234-2503.

Get the latest info online at www.theDMonline.com
Oxford and Ole Miss news no matter where you are
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Ole Miss baseball downs New Orleans for 20th win
ALEX SIMS
Thomas Dillard hasn’t
received many opportunities
from the right side of the
plate this season. The switchhitting sophomore’s .333
average has largely been
weighted on his success from
the left side. But in Ole Miss’
9-4 win over New Orleans on
Tuesday, Dillard smashed a
pair of elevated fastballs from
the right side for a four-RBI
day, and helped the Rebels
become the first 20-win
team in college baseball this
season.
Dillard’s first hit came in
the third inning on a solo shot
that he demolished to the opposite field well over the right
field fence to extend the Rebels’ lead to 4-0 after Privateer
pitcher Rafe Schindler stumbled through the second inning, walked in a run and fell
victim to a pair of errors and
an Anthony Servideo infield
single. Ole Miss led 3-0 before Dillard took Schindler’s
successor, freshman lefty
Christopher DeMayo, deep to
right.
“I have been feeling pretty
good and working with coach
Clement to get my swing
where it needs to be, focusing on getting pitches up and
driving them,” Dillard said.
“Luckily, I got two up today
and did a good job of driving
them.”
Dillard has noted a couple times this season that
he’s been working on driving pitches to the opposite
field and staying through
the ball with his legs. He
found tangible results yet
again on Tuesday.
“I always like hitting good
balls to the opposite field,”

PHOTO BY: BILLY SCHUERMAN

Thomas Dillard slides into third base after hitting a triple that allowed three other players to score for the Rebels. Ole Miss defeated the University of New
Orleans 9-4 on Tuesday.
“The stuff was not terrific, foot. The near home run re- came off of Dallas Woolfolk in
Dillard said. “Coach Clement came up to me afterward but he is a battler,” Bianco sulted in a bases-clearing, the ninth, a solo shot over the
and said those were the two said of his sophomore right- three-RBI triple and gave Ole left field wall that marked his
best balls he has seen me hit hander. “That’s what makes Miss a 7-1 lead.
first run allowed this season.
him so good. It was one of
“It’s amazing because he Woolfolk didn’t pitch last
right-handed.”
The solo shot spotted Hous- those tough days. When you really can hit well right-hand- weekend, and Bianco wisely
ton Roth a 4-0 lead after three score runs and it’s cold, those ed,” Bianco said. “Last year wanted to get him some work
innings. Roth struck out the long innings hurt you where was the opposite because he against live hitting before
first four hitters he faced and he sat there for a while. I got off to a good start from heading to Texas A&M this
cruised through the opening thought he did really well the right side. He can do it weekend. Woolfolk promptly
from both sides and obvious- struck out the next three batthree frames before he ran hanging in there.”
With the door slightly open ly today he showed that.”
into some minor trouble in
ters after the earned run.
Will Golsan followed him
the fourth and fifth innings for New Orleans, Dillard put
The 9-2 win skyrocketwhen New Orleans tagged the game away in the fourth. with an RBI double to make it ed Ole Miss to 20-2 on the
him for a run in the fourth He stepped into the box with 8-1 and finished 2-for-4 with season and the team will
and two more in the fifth. De- the bases loaded and tattooed a double and a triple.
travel to College Station to
spite the slight issues, he did a ball up in zone off of DeOle Miss blanked New Orbegin a three-game set on
enough to earn the win and Mayo, missing a grand slam leans over three of the last
improve to 3-0 on the season. to center field by roughly a four frames until a lone run Thursday night. First pitch

We’re giving away
baseball tickets

is slated for 6 p.m.

Win a chance to see the Rebels take on the
Arkansas Razorbacks at Swayze Field
March 29-31.
Go to U Club Oxford, 100 Price Hill Road, and enter for your chance to win.

Two winners will be announced on Rebel Radio March 28
and each will receive a pair of tickets to all three games of the series.
100 Price Hill Road | 662.233.5235

One entry per person. Employees of the S. Gale Denley Student Media Center and their immediate families are not eligible for the contest.
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2017-2018 Who’s Who

The Who’s Who Ceremony will be held on Friday, April 6 at 5 pm at the Ford Center for the Performing Arts
Farris Abu-Saoud

Nyterica Edget

Kelsey Knecht

Kathryn Ray

Sangeet Adhikari

Jarrett Estess

Robert Kudlicki III

Sydney Reid

Natalie Allen

Christopher Feazell

Kayla Ladner

Natalie Ried

Tiana Allen

Lana Ferguson

Catherine Lagarde

Faith Roberts

Allison Anderson

Allison Floyd

Alicia Lawson

Rodrick Rogers

Gabrielle Arceo

Kathryn Forbes

Tousley Leake

Thomas Ruffin

Julia Ashley

Andrew Fowler

Jiwon Lee

Megan Rush

Taylor Ayala

Samuel Fowlkes

Paul Lee

Elizabeth Sansing

Jacob Azbell

Mary Fratesi

Shamessia Lee

Alexandra Schneider

Holly Badger

Grant Gaar

Colbert Lehr

Kellie Shannon

Blake Ballard

Natalie Gagliano

Cody Letchworth

Ann Weston Sistrunk

Kellie Ballard

Mary Elizabeth Gentry

Autumn Lewis

Katherine Sistrunk

Madison Bandler

Nicole Georgis

Blake Lewis

Alexis Smith

Brittany Barbee

Anthony Gladden

Patricia Lipson

Cady Smith

Vedanjali Gogineni

Rachel Lochridge

Jessie Smith
Margaret (Maggie) Smith

Jonathan Barnes

Meliah Grant

Kelsey Lock

Michelle Basha

Dillon Hall

LaKayla Love

Mi’ esha Smith

Nekkita Beans

Drew Hall

Kristen Lusby

Savannah Smith

Madeleine Beck

Allison Hanby

Savannah Maas

Austin Spindler

Louis Benton

Kathryn Harrison

Molly Maclin

Maryanna Story

Brandi Berry

Arianne Hartono

Hayden Malone

Taylor Story

Estelle Blair

Mary Hayes

Robert McClure

Leah Margaret Strope

Ryley Blomberg

Allison Hemmer

Ebone’ McCowan

Jack Sutton

Francisco Jeronimo
Hernandez Moleres

Katelynn McCoy

Alex Tankersley

Ross Hester

Zacchaeus McEwen

Elizabeth Taylor

Thomas McFann

Dani Thomas

Kendarius McGruder

David Thomas

Megan McLeod

Alicia Hobbs

Alexandra Thompson

Makala McNeil

John Chappell

Emily Hoffman

Lexi Thompson

Anna Cate Miller

Guy Thornton

Sahiba Chawla

Jordan Houry

Masa Miscevic

Jacob Thrasher

Logan Christian

Dalton Huerkamp

Zachary Mitchell

Ingrid Valbuena

Hannah Clark

Harleigh Huggins

Alexandria Montgomery

Jonathan Vanveckhoven

Elizabeth Clutton

Mary Hyer

Paige Moore

Thomas Varner

Carol Coker

Chinelo Ibekwe

Marisa Morrissette

Gabrielle Vogt

Joseph Cook

Sofia Idoyaga

Sarah Mounce

Amy Walker

Ryan Cook

LeeAnn Ignozzi

Bradley Munn

Kendrick Wallace

Allen Coon

Elisha Jahnke

Hunter Myers

Alexandra Warren

Hailey Cooper

Kendall Jenkins

Madison Nash

Jontae Warren

Christopher Cross

Sara Jennings

John Nelson, Jr.

Patrick Waters

Betsy Crosswhite

Jennie Jesuit

David Newman

Elizabeth Weathersby

Austyn Davis

Adria Johnson

Torkel Nord Bjarneman

Lindsay Weldon

Niasha Davis

Kornicha Johnson

William Nowell

Jayla Whitfield

Lindsay Dawson

Terrence Johnson

Lauren Oelze

Grace Ann Wilbanks

Olivia Dear

Kranthi Kadaru

Grace Paddock

Natalie Williams

Aiden Dickinson

Tamara Kalmykova

Nicole Park

Sean Williamson

Darbianna Dinsmore

Walter Kearney

William Pate

Shelton Wittenberg

Jessica Dressler

Nicholas Keeling

Steven Patterson

Georganna Yaekel

Amber Dupree

Caitlin Kennedy

James Pitts

Catherine Dyer

Dion Kevin

Lizzy Pitts

Bradyn Eaves

Natalie King

Meredith Pohl

Kaleb Barnes

Shelby Bourgeois
Alexandra Briggs
Abby Bruce
Dakota Burton
Morgan Cannon
Madeleine Carpenter

Lauren Hetherington
Alexis Hill

Contact the Office of the Dean of Students/
Leadership & Advocacy at 662.915.7247

2017-2018 Who’s Who at The University of Mississippi
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